CLUSTER UNIVERSITY OF JAMMU

No.CLUJ/2018/786
Dated: 29-12-2018

NOTIFICATION

It is for information of all the concerned that the result of one candidate namely Mr. Aman Radotra, who was appeared in the Written Test held on 15-11-2018 bearing Roll No.326 for the post of Laboratory Assistant in Cluster University of Jammu, is hereby amended as under:

1) Marks already shown in the Result Sheet uploaded on the University Website = 32 (Thirty Two)

2) Marks after amendment of Result = 33 (Thirty Three)

REGISTRAR

Copy to:
1) Dr. M.A.Lone, Overall I/c Evaluation.
2) S.S. to the Vice-Chancellor for information of the Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor.
3) I/c Website
4) Office record